Winter 2017 Restricted HSSEAS Engineering Courses for Concurrent Enrollment (revised 12/21/16):

Bioengineering 100
Bioengineering CM103
Bioengineering 120
Bioengineering C139A
Bioengineering CM140
Bioengineering C171
Bioengineering 177B
Bioengineering 180
Bioengineering C185
Chemical Engineering 101B
Chemical Engineering 102A
Chemical Engineering 104A
Chemical Engineering 104D
Chemical Engineering 104DL
Chemical Engineering 107
Chemical Engineering 108A
Chemical Engineering 111
Chemical Engineering 112
Chemical Engineering 113
Chemical Engineering 183EW
Chemical Engineering 185EW

Materials Science 90L
Materials Science 104
Materials Science C111
Materials Science 120
Materials Science 122
Materials Science 131
Materials Science 131L
Materials Science 141L
Materials Science 143A
Materials Science 150

Civil and Environmental Engineering 123
Civil and Environmental Engineering 128L
Civil and Environmental Engineering 130L
Civil and Environmental Engineering 157B
Civil and Environmental Engineering 157L

Computer Science 31
Computer Science 32
Computer Science 33
Computer Science M51A
Computer Science M117
Computer Science CM122
Computer Science 130
Computer Science M151B
Computer Science 161
Computer Science 174A
Computer Science 188

Electrical Engineering 10
Electrical Engineering 11L
Electrical Engineering 102
Electrical Engineering 110
Electrical Engineering 111L
Electrical Engineering 113DA
Electrical Engineering 113DB
Electrical Engineering 115AL
Electrical Engineering 115B
Electrical Engineering M116C
Electrical Engineering M116L
Electrical Engineering M117
Electrical Engineering 180DA
Electrical Engineering 180DB
Electrical Engineering CM182

Engineering 96C
Engineering 111
Engineering 112
Engineering 113
Engineering 183EW
Engineering 185EW

Engineering 123
Engineering 128L
Engineering 130L
Engineering 157
Engineering 157B

Engineering 183EW
Engineering 185EW

Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering M20
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 107
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 157
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 154A
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 162D
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 183A
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering C183C